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NOTE Download this game for ver PC
(windows, Mac):Dragon Ball Raging Blast 2:
The second game in this high-flying, fast-
hitting, and intense versus battles series,

Dragon Ball: Raging Blast 2 promises over 90
characters from the massively popular anime

franchise. Dragon Ball Z fans can rest
assured that the destructible environment,

and character trademark attacks and
transformations will be true to the series.
These include signature Pursuit Attacks
which enable players to initiate attack

combo strings, juggling your opponent in a
string of devastating strikes throughout the

environment. Additionally, Dragon Ball:
Raging Blast 2 sports the new Raging Soul

System which enables characters to reach a
special state, increasing their combat

abilities to the ultimate level. Featuring more
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than 90 characters, 20 of which are brand
new to the Raging Blast series, new modes,

and additional environmental effects, Dragon
Ball: Raging Blast 2 is the next evolution in

the home console series. Dragon Ball Raging
Blast 2 has 50 levels (25 mission per level) in
single player mode. You'll face the strongest

enemies (cooled down), the bosses, and
more with a total of 40 different characters.
There is also a multiplayer mode for three

players (two players VS 1) and another
interesting thing is that the level of difficulty
rises from level to level. In fact, the bosses

are more difficult, you will face them in high
difficulty levels. You can also add your

opponents in the battle at the beginning of
the mission. With DragonBall Raging Blast 2
you won't only face all the official characters
but also the deadliest enemies: The heads of
the Freezer. They will be characters that will
bring you back all the missions and will be

the last thing you see before the game gives
up on you. What is cooler, the names of the

characters or the graphics? It's hard to
decide. Some characters have the same

names than the movies, others have been
changed and now they are a little more
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badass than before... It's incredible.
CapsulePrissCap:CAPS!E!N!CAP Nimimoni:nu-
NN!M!N!ONI Somach:Oc!Nch!AMCHA!CHE!N
DragonBall Raging Blast 2 is a game in 3D

fighting in rich of actions and special effects.
When you stop for a second there will be an

attack between two players, it will be a
launch that will hurt the player even more

than before. During the attack, the opponent
will gain a special power : his attacks will do
more damage and will be launched faster or
slower depending on what character you are
playing. You'll see that in DragonBall Raging
Blast 2. The player will perform an attack,

the one of his character, he will gain a
special power. After that, the opponent will

perform an attack and his character will now
be able to use a new special power. You'll

see that the first time you see it, it will seem
complex, but it will become easier to

understand when you see the many attacks
you can make with each character. There will
be 50 levels and 5 bosses, each one with a
different type of special effects to try. After
the bosses, you can pick a character, and
you will compete against the others in a
match. In fact, you'll see the computer AI
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depending of the difficulty you choose.

Dragonball Z Raging Blast 2 Pc.rar

Dragon Ball Raging Blast 2 was received
extremely negatively by the Japanese video
game industry, as it sold only 12,000 copies
at that time of its release. Critics described

the game as "unremarkable" due to its focus
on transforming characters, repetitive

gameplay, bad combat physics and general
sluggishness. In October 2010, an online
petition was started at the website of the

Japanese mobile phone application provider
game company "DMM", in order to stop the

developers from making a sequel to the
game. After the comment made by Yoshinori
Terasawa that no sequel would be made, the
petition ended. Characters are listed in the
order of the original Dragon Ball series. The

Cross Battle System for the characters is
based on the original series as well, and the
pairing of characters is the same: (Beerus.
Bardock ) vs. (Krillin. Gotenks ), (Vegeta.

Nappa ) vs. (Goku. Vegeta ). Other character
switches in Dragon Ball Raging Blast 2 have
been listed in this article. Dragon Ball Raging
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Blast 2 added the Ultra Instinct, which
enables the player to enhance the character
in five areas at once, and also has the option
to play with three other characters instead of
the default setup of one per character. The

new Feature shows all enemies that are
close, as well as their tactics. Dragon Ball:

Raging Blast 2 is essentially a game that has
a lot of Dragon Ball Z characters fighting
each other. In the game, your goal is to

move from one end of the arena to the other,
beating your opponents along the way.

There are different techniques you can use
while fighting, such as running, kicking, jump

attacks, etc. Defeating any of your
opponents will net you points, and every

fight has a different number of hits,
depending on how hard the opponent is. As
you defeat more opponents, you can try to

purchase items that will give you an
advantage, or will let you gain your energy
back. All of your battles have four stages; a

tutorial, an opening stage, a mid-battle
stage, and finally the ending stage.
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